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Virus hunter island

Anywhere in Poptropaki, an unknown citizen harbors a dangerous new virus inside his blood. Your mission: Find patient zero, and before the disease is removed. Prepare for a dangerous journey to the most remote place inside the human body! Released: August 30, 2013 (for members) or September 26, 2013 (for all) General Rooms: By The Helperped: Moktorupake Island Resources on this page:
Islands Extra . From Poptripai to Ajamal . Video Walk Through . Writing Walk Through . Album Photo . The Tarvage Islands Extra: Map . Videos . Official Visits . Preequal Comedy . Nanau-Kombat Training Manaqist Guide . Desktop Wallpaper . Print Card . Map of champions for a written walk through with video walk through photos, scroll down to this page! Written walk-through walk through sine die by
Samwow5 (hard acakali) &amp; photos: Weird Cat, Vedra &amp; Salanted fish when you go to the ground on virus hunter island, right of the main road, before the video shop, and in the fitness center. Now, go to the left, before the pool, and click the band that is next to the weight. A picture and a resistance band will give you. After you throw out, just go to the stop. Climb the grassla and use your
resistance band. Now, climb and talk to the strange guy. He thinks the government has set up the shop where he is, and he wants you to check one of your vehicles. Leave the boy and go to the left, past the apartments, and the brick wall. Speak to the man in the pizza delivery company Arf PDC truck. He will run away, and you will find a bag of shadedid documents. Now, run right and go back to the
person on the roof. Piece everything together and go to the video store. Here all of them should look like: When you finish together with the shreddes, use the PDC ID badge that the man on the roof gave you. Enter the video store, show your seeds and simply go to the area to the staff. Get down the elevator and speak to the lady with the fountains, Dr. Lenge. um... What is the fault with Dr. Lenge's
assistant? Is he doing The Gangnam Style? Just joke-he's just typing. Anyway, talk to Dr. Lenge, who will tell you your badge is a fake, but he wants to volunteer to help you stop the virus. So you say yes, he shows you what the virus can do, and it's really very strange. They will type a document and will also give you a camera to record whatever stockcommand (patient zero). Leave the video store and go
back to this apartment building. Find through the recycle, and click a couple of different letters that address The Stockkaman. Go to the top right of the open space, past the main road. (Go to two roads right until you see it at the very end.) The man says there he got a huge command for Globewickhim. Now go to the Globewick-wem Chemical Lab on the main road. Open the panel and move to the top floor
when you follow it. Who talk to you and use your camera. Now go back to Dr. Lenge. Follow him, and he will reduce you So small you will be able to fit inside joe's body. In the name of all science! A quick lesson will show you how to navigation and use different weapons on your ship, treatment. Click your plane to change your weapon. Laser (red blade): Electrobolts used to cut through things/attack (like
interval bar bulbs): Cogolint (bulb slike knob) to clear items to press: Interval times green stuff that will close open areas where blood cells are flow guns (there are two prunings): will be ready to shoot the interval bar and attack after lesson! They look at their Chinese diet as monitored by the bottom... You take your belly as well as the right. Now shoot in the open area with pantriveness and cogolet on the
bottom right of his abdomen. Their cursors will be cleaned. Now click a muscle in thin air near it and go to its right arm where it has been impressed. Look for viruses. Viruses attack you and take almost all weapons except your gun. We'll need to get those weapons back if we want to stay here! Go back to blood, click on the abdomen (under the heart), and go to the input. Since it's too tight here, you'll have
to get out of the plane and get on the foot. Ride these bubbles to the top and head right. Keep walking on it until you reach the top gold tooth. It's your slope! Now, go back to your plane and reinsert into the abdomen. Go all the way to the bottom left-hand side and enter the intestines. (You may have to wait a while to open to unblock yourself.) Once you reach the intestines, you will see a lot of obstacles.
Go through the bowels, shooting the space bar away obstructed by pressure. Go down when you're at the end of it... And you're coming across this big virus! To beat it, wait for it to get out of the yellow with its weapons, then shoot it by pressing the break bar. Do it a few times, and the central virus (green part) will be weak. Shoot at it, and it will go away. Once you're beating this virus, you'll take your laser
scale back, which means you can cut through things! Go right and cut through some fat/tissue, and you'll get back in the blood. When you go there, click the heart and cut it with some tissue. You will face another virus to fight! Make sure you use your laser scuple, and hurry to complete the virus when its legs are wide enough for you to go through. Be careful, if you touch your legs, you will lose health. You
can recover your health by kill blue or red cells. Keep moving forward and out and when you are dagger enough to it, it will end. Follow it and cut through some more tissue, and keep catching it. After a certain amount, the virus re-walks. Then follow it, cut through the tissue, and keep catching it. This final time will be run-up for the catch, and it will go away. You can get you The cogollant will get back! Now,
go back to blood and visit someone's right hand. Use your cogolist to seal all tissue After you do this, go back to the blood. Go to the right arm and shoot at all the tissue deficiencies with the cogolet. When you finish all of them, go to the right. Some viruses will come after you, and you will need to fight them and continue to keep the dog fishing with the cogolet. The virus cares more about damaging the
euna than damaging you, so they turn green until the toes shoot, then shoot the sacs where the virus come from (is two). You can use either laser scale or gun on attack. When you finish shooting sacs, kill the rest of the virus essaying what you're trying to hurt. Then shoot all the sacs again, and you'll get your electro bolt again. Once you get the electrobolt, then shoot the blue nerve when you are leaving. It
is their pain, the need (patient zero). Now go back to blood. From there, go to mind. When you go there, use your electrobolt to get rid of the blue nerves. You will see this Karvartapuran virus which looks like it came out of a horsefilm. Now here's the hard part. Your weapons do not harm the big virus. (However, you can defeat the small virus that sends you in your direction with your laser scuple.) Go left
and use electrobolt (remember to press space bar) with the blow nasbon. After it's allowed to go, it will follow you. Attach it to the next one and then until it gets to viruses and suo-sui. Every time the large virus is surprised, it will move to a different area, and you will need to keep the blow to the nervous system attached to the nervous system. It will time 5 and you will get the gravity back. Now, use the
cogolet and shoot the outs. Then, go back to the blood, and into the mouth. Once you are inside the mouth, go down into the bottom tooth. You will reach out. Keep your laser is poken with the sclepal and its mouth will be far away. After doing so, go back to the blood, and come back to the heart. Use your electrobolt and make the interval bar on the blue nerve easier to get out of the way, and until you
reach the end. Enter the last area-lungs. Another virus will wait when you get inside the lungs. To beat him, The Alveoire sacs over while keeping hitting his arm. Weapons will eventually fall, and the virus will be involved. What will sneeze you after, and you'll see Dr. Leinge from your island of Madeleine! Congratulations- You've completed Virus Hunter Island! Bonus quests (members only) go into the
landing of the dishonest. A dog will drive away from its owner. The owner will say that his dog, Beley, has been doing strange things since he lost the waste from the garbage. They'll ask you to help his dog, and you'll find what he's had-there's something on it at the beginning of the PDC! Go to the PDC lab and talk to Dr. Lenge. This will tell you why the dog has been acting in an anamad. It seems he
devoured the PDC's Heratwarams, which far away Was given! (It's not again!) So you go out and go to the open The man will save you something. Feed them to be have a baby, and you will stay in the dog's body. Now, near the teeth of his upper dogs, there will be some injuries. Treat them with your treated tidings. Go right. Two green long swaying things, will probably result in the Haertwarms. Talking of
the devil a lot, The Hyrtwarms are blocking a surf on the right. You will have to kill the thingies first with your gun to make them disappear, then go to The Yaertwarams. But not all of them! Continue to a gastro-axavia a serid. Use laser to go through fat, and go through the 'pop-chit' by shooting with your gun. Soon you will reach a surf for the bowels. Go through it. You will be in a labyrinth of nerves.
Different colors will have nerves that will open the way with their color doors, but can close each other with the same color. Go through it and use it with it. Kill all the green tilting things with your gun. After reaching a dead end, go back through it and get out. Go again and get out of the stomach. Then The Hiertwarms will be stopped to stop, and you can go to the lungs (yes, already). It will have small lungs
with it-YA!!!! Green everywhere things bend!!! He himself moved from one hole to another!!! You have to stop ' EM! So you'll have to shoot at them from close to their hole. They can escape from one hole to another, but then switch the hole! After shooting them all, a small head will open. Go through this for the last last war, right now in the heart. When you enter, you will see the center of the hertoarm.
Shoot it in four parts until it is not. Shoot at me from a safe distance. Then the white cells will put an end to it! Includes the hertoarm! A blue surf will open which will take you back to your mouth. Then, get out of the mouth, and you'll be safely back on the main road. The girl will thank you, and Dr. Leinge will reward you with the Akka Pilot Costume. Congratulations, what are you doing! Looking for more
walkaths? Check out our island help page!  album photos are collected in your Poptrepa's photo album in the Photos Profile section. Click to increase. Your average is not that. The saith down! My blood gets a virus with pumping. Gasondahat! The turvese virus is the 35th island of The Hunter Island Poptorupai. It was released on August 30, 2013 for members with a demo for non-members, and each
can get a free-over mat suite on the main road. Two viruses in the login screen usually chase kids running across the screen, then round away their shooting in the body travel vehicle. It will be released on September 26, 2013. The island name was discovered by a post on the Poptrepakey Artist's blog, where he revealed images of characters designed for Poptorupakey, including the unreleased anatomy-
supported virus Hunter Island. The island was confirmed by the creators on May 15, 2013. Common Room: Town This is the first island With music and large navigation (except 24 carrot beta carrotini, which will first be upgraded from its lower version). A letter to A Softfort in the garbage can, a shalesh named it is the first island to have a world champion player map that shows the ranking to end the island.
Zombie Carrot revenge is a poster outside the Green Square video store, which is shown on Zombie Island is the result of the Zombie Carrot film. The right fitness center has a symbol (logo) like the biggest one that has been killed. In the fitness center, you can open the lockrs without lock. (There is a picture of a dog!) The fact tv island's Bemol-Lokas is often cited across the island, including when you
challenge someone in taking your picture. Websites are computers at Globewickus on Funbrain, in fact Danu, and even appears to be what poptoptopacy is. Also, facebook has a screen like it as well as solitaire games. In Green Square, 'The Gatakit' for a film stuck in custody is a reference to the 1985 movie Breakfast Club, and the boy showed the characters John Bender the parameters. Green's Chowk
is a part of DVD's rental company Rasdaon. The plot of Virus Hunter Island can have been inspired by the 1987 science-function film Innarespaka. My premiere is a reference to a Martin TV series my nini is a wimper. Bonus Quest (available 9/26): Poptorupacans are feeling fine, but man's best friend is not very lucky. Now, a sick dog needs your help. Go back to The Bhasana to take a new risk: The Devil's
Heartoarm! During initial access, there is a welding machine on the main road where you can return to collect a new free prize every week. When a new prize is released, the former will be sold. The prizes were far more than one and Safifa Doctor Costume, available to everyone. The next prize (a helmet) will be for members only (available September 12). On September 19, a final mystery prize will be
available to everyone. Members get an additional virus Hunter Island gear pack, which includes virtual virus costume, inside-out power, and sneezing powder item. Virtual Virus Costume is only available during initial access! Members can also play a non-combat training game, which is available in the store, to prepare for virus hunter. An apple day keeps the doctor away
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